June 18, 2019

This correspondence provides a notification of upcoming equipment and materials transportation as related to the North Science Addition project.

**Impact Area:** Science Quad, Thompson Lab Buildings & Jesup Hall and associated parking.

**Projected Dates for Activity:** June 20-28, July 1-3, 2019

**Work Activities:**

There will be intermittent deliveries of heavy equipment and material to the Quad side of the North Science construction site via Lab Campus Drive and down the sidewalk in front of the Thompson Lab buildings. During these deliveries there will be assisted by safety personnel present to guide vehicles and provide momentary rerouting of pedestrians.

Some parking spaces in the lots adjacent to Jesup and Morley will be temporarily blocked to facilitate transportation logistics.

For review please find attached a diagram showing the proposed routing and parking limitations.

**Impact to Adjacencies:**

The primary impact will be a momentary rerouting of pedestrian traffic from the Thompson side walk while the vehicles are entering and exiting the site and temporary parking adjustments. The contractor will use signage and safety spotters during the transportation process to reroute and limit pedestrian interaction. There will be moderate vehicular noise on the Science Quad during the transportation.

**If you have any questions or concerns, please contact:**

Diana Randall, RA, LEED AP
Senior Project Manager
Williams College
(413) 597-4242
dlr3@williams.edu
NW Science Center

Proposed Steel Truck Delivery Route

Please see detail for temporarily blocked parking spaces

Crane/Truck Route

Parking Space Temporarily Blocked (TYP)